
Customers order & pay from their seat, you just deliver the order or have it 

ready at “Will Call”. Your customers can now use their web-enabled personal 

communication devices to order and pay for food, merchandise and services 

from their seats for either, a premium “In-Seat” delivery service or, self pick-up 

at the nearest designated “Will Call” area.

This service is designed for stadiums, airports, fast food restaurants, 

amusement parks, resorts, nightclubs, and other applications. 

There is no longer any waiting on customers to decide what they want, or 

fumbling to pullout the last penny from their pocket to pay for an order. No 

more missing customers because they don’t have enough cash or don’t want 

to stand in long lines.

Dial4Snax™ turns your customers’ cell 
phone and smart phone into a mobile POS

Better Service. Higher Sales. Lower Costs.

Customer calls 
a number to get 
an SMS of a link 
to a visual menu. 
Customer enters 
location, selects 
items & payment 
info.

Order details print at 
venue for processing.

“In-seat” delivery  
to customer.

How It Works

Customer pick-up 
at “Will Call.”

{or}

Dial4Snax™
Wireless Self-Ordering for “In-Seat” or “Will Call” Service
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Dial4Snax™
Wireless Self-Ordering for “In-Seat” or “Will Call” Service

Deployment Site Metrics
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Venue Venue Per Cap
MobilServ’s Sales 

(avg)
MobilServ’s Sales 

(high)

1 Quakes Stadium $4.8 $11.5 $28.5

2 Sun Bowl $10.5 $21.1 $88.5

3 University of Tulsa $4.3 $16.0 $87.8

4 UTEP $3.8 $14.0 $49.5

5 UTEP, NCAA $3.5 $12.5 $28.0

6 UTEP, WWF $6.0 $15.0 $31.0

7 UTEP, Boxing $7.8 $23.5 $49.5

Easy to Setup
Signup for an account with  1. 

     MobilServ at  
     www.mobilserv.com

Setup your mobile commerce  2. 
     menu online at a designated  
     webpage

Receive your plug-and-play  3. 
     MobilServ Net Printer™ in a  
     few days

Connect the MobilServ Net  4. 
     Printer™ to the internet at  
     your desired fulfillment center.

Customers’ mobile orders print 
at designated fulfillment areas 
immediately after they’re placed.


